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Abstract: Multipurpose Charging Station is used to deliver energy generated by using the hybrid supply. It can also use to boom the 
availability of all styles of chargers at an unmarried station with the help of renewable energy sources. This is based totally on 
multipurpose charging station in which we're generating electricity by using the suggest of Solar and wind strength that's 
managed or converted to use for exclusive cause. An Arduino UNO is used to specify the quantity of electricity supplied in the 
given time assigned decided on by the user with the help of token, every token has a specific time. Now we are the use of this energy 
for many purposes like EV charging for immediate charging of EV booster are implemented. Moreover, charging like batteries, 
gadgets and power deliver to the masses. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
As a population of global is growing hastily which ends up the generating station will not fulfil the requirement of electricity. 
Charging Station will discuss with a charging device wherein electric cars, charging stations and charging operators percentage 
records connections. Through clever charging, the charging stations might also display, manage, and restriction the usage of charging 
devices to optimize electricity intake. Now days electric car is used because the provision of fossil fuels is constrained, and their use is 
destroying our planet. Toxic emissions from petrol and diesel cars lead to lengthy-time period, unfavourable results on public 
fitness. The emissions impact of electric motors is lots decrease than petrol or diesel automobiles. From an performance angle, 
electric vehicles can covert round 60% of the electric energy from the grid to electricity the wheels, however petrol or diesel 
automobiles can most effective convert 17%-21% of the energy stored within the gasoline to the wheels. That is a waste of around 
80%. To take away using fossil gasoline and generating energy by renewable supply of electricity we design a mission Smart 
Multipurpose charging Station so as to reduce the burden to the generating station and assist the society. 
The advantages of multi- cause charging station are 
1) Reduced factor requirement; 
2) Brief dynamic reaction; 
3) High device performance and electricity density; and 
4) Centralized manipulate. 
Therefore, multipurpose charging station have many ability applications: 
a) More electric plane or all-electric ship, 
b) Electric vehicle (EV) charging applications, (three) power router for smart houses, 
c) Stable-nation transformer (SST) pass-link between medium voltage (MV) and coffee voltage grid (LV) 

 
II. WORKING 

Figure 01: Block Diagram of Smart Multipurpose Charging Station 
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A. Working of Charging Station by Hybrid System 
A solar-wind hybrid strength system uses solar insolation and wind energy to produce electricity. As both sun radiation and wind 
speed vary throughout the 12 months, neither solar nor wind-primarily based gadget can offer reliable energy for my part. Wind 
pace remains fairly excessive at some stage in June to August whilst sun insolation is low due to cloud cowl. On the opposite hand, 
wind speed stays quite low at some point of December to February while solar radiation on the earth surface in all fairness excessive 
to generate energy. Thus, hybridizing solar-wind system can be an opportunity and dependable supply of electricity spherical the yr. 
This hybrid machine sponsored by way of garage elements/medium can deliver power continuously and reliably. Wind-PV fee 
controllers modify the charging of the strength earlier than it's miles saved inside the battery banks. An inverter converts the DC 
output of garage into AC of favored voltage and frequency. 

B. EV Charging 
Chargers are publicly to be had but require charge which, depending in your need for speed, can be high priced, particularly if you 
swipe a credit score card occasionally in preference to signing up for a network subscription plan like the ones supplied by way of 
Electrify America and EV pass. Nevertheless, the introduced fee is in all likelihood worth it, as Level 3 is the quickest way to 
recharge an EV so you can get lower back on the road. 
 

III. COMPONENTS 
A. Hardware Specifications 
1) Solar Panel 12V 
2) 100k pre-set 
3) LCD’s (6 lithium battery) 
4) Crystal Oscillator 
5) Convertor circuit 12V to 220V 
6) Capacitors 
7) Transistors 
8) Transformer 
9) Cables & Connectors 
10) Diodes 
11) PCB 
12) LED’s 
13) Micro Switch 
14) Push Button 
15) Relay 

 
B. Software Specifications 
1) Arduino UNO 
2) ULN IC 2003 
3) IC 7805 

IV. RESULT 
We have designed the undertaking in which our generation of strength is done the sun and wind hybrid device as a class of 
renewable source of power. This energy is stored and utilized by the charging station for specific chargers and for unique charging 
time relies upon at the patron. Now Days growth in use of EV leads to overloading of grid system it also reduces that chance, the off-
grid system is designed in this sort of way that it is able to be portable as properly. The era of 12V DC supply that's saved in storage 
gadgets will converted and use as is (i). Transformed to a single-segment AC supply to use as charging station and (ii). Use in EV 
charging as a DC delivers as it is a task the battery voltage is 9V. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

Many people are dealing with the shortage of charging facility in the long trip because to implement an individual grid station for 
charging is not clean. But after Smart Multipurpose Charging Station this hassle may be resolved and plenty of businesses could 
put in force this assignment in very less time after selecting the website online the project will be installed in 2 to a few months. 
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